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INTRODUCTION AND GENERAL FACTS 
By a stochastic pairing process we mean one schematizing the life 
process of a species with sexual reproduction. A branching process [1] 
would describe the life history of a species with asexual reproduction (like 
some bacteria nd viruses). Of course one could consider pairing-branching 
processes for some species like aphids and some bacteria which have both 
modes of reproduction. But our considerations will pertain only to a 
pairing process implified almost o the point of triviality. 
We assume that: (i) the whole population P of the species is divided 
into disjoint generations Ai(i ~ I), where I is the set of all integers; (ii) each 
generation Ai is divided at random into disjoint unordered couples whose 
union is all of Ai ; (iii) each couple produces exactly two individuals; 
(iv) a ~ Ai if and only if it was produced by a couple in Ai_ 1 ; (v) all A~ 
have the same finite even number n of individuals. We could have supposed 
that each A, is divided randomly into a set of males Mi and a set of 
females F~, where cardMi = cardF, = n/2, and that each couple consists 
of a male and a female chosen at random, but this would make no 
difference in this paper (and would exclude species, like many plants, 
having bisexual individuals). 
We have not engaged in a fuller investigation of such processes and this 
paper contains only three definitions of distances between individuals of P, 
and some properties of these distances. It would be interesting to relax 
in some natural way our (iii), (iv), and (v). We believe that our theorems 
remain true if each pair produces, with some probabilities, 0, 1, or 2 or 
more offspring with the expected value of 2 also for example the population 
may be variable in time but should not increase or decrease "too rapidly." 
Finally, the mating need not be random with uniform probability, but 
for the validity of our theorems it may suffice that it is not "too restricted'" 
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to subgroups. But probably the most interesting problems pertain to the 
distribution and evolution of properties in a species. We have here the 
well-known laws of Mendel [2] and the theorem of Hardy [3]. Yet little 
is known about the rate of accumulation of mutations [4] or its relation 
to the value (i.e., impact on reproductivity) of those mutations. Some 
numerical experiments pertaining to this are actually being pursued by 
R. Schrandt and S. M. Ulam. But no full mathematical description of 
evolution has ever been made. 
The relationship between two consecutive generations At and A~+I is 
defined by a partition of At into couples, a partition of A~+I into pairs 
produced by the same couple, and a one-to-one map of the first partition 
onto the second denoting which couple produced which pair. Since there 
are  
n/2-1 
]--[ (n -- (2s + 1)) ---- n!Z-"/~/(n/2)! 
s=0 
partitions of any A~ into pairs and (n/2) ! such maps we obtain the following 
PROPOSITION. There are f(n), 
n/2--1 
f(n) = (n/2)! 11 (2s + 1) 3 := (n!)~2-"/(n/2)! 
possible relationships between two consecutive generations. 
A realization of our pairing stochastic process is any sequence 
r = ( r~: ie I ) ,  where r~ denotes some possible relationship between 
A~ and A~+I. R denotes the set of all realization r. We suppose that any 
two relationships are equally probable, i.e., each has probability I/f(n). 
We introduce the corresponding probability measure/~ over the space R 
of all realizations r, i.e./~ is the product measure. 
1. THE METRIC dr 
For any a e P = Ui~i Ai let S(a) denote the set A w {a}, where A is the 
set of all ancestors of a, i.e., parents, grandparents, great grandparents, etc. 
Of course S(a) depends on r. 
One possible definition of a distance between two individuals a, b e P is: 
dr(a, b) = card(S(a) A S(b)), 
where A denotes the symmetric difference of sets, i.e., 
.4 A B = (.4 u B) - -  (A c~/~). 
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This distance, which as we will show is finite with probability 1, could 
be interpreted as follows: Suppose that each a ~ Pbrings one new individual 
property (i.e., "mutat ion")  and passes it on as well as all of  its inherited 
properties to all its children. Then our distance dr is a reasonable 
measure of the difference between individuals. (The reality is, of  course, 
infinitely more complicated; inheritance is a kind of stochastic process, 
but we have not tried to include this in our framework.) 
THEOREM 1. (i) dr is a metrization of the set P for almost all r ~ R. 
(ii) For every a, b ~ P 
f g dr(a, b) dl~ < 0o. 
PROOF: (i) All the facts: dr(a, b) ~ 0 iff a = b, dr >~ O, 
dr(a, b) 4- dr(b, c) >~ dr(a, c), 
and dr < ~ for almost all r, which constitute the statement (i), are obvious. 
(ii) Let a ~ Ai and b ~ B~. Clearly the number p =/z{r  : S(a) :/: A~ 
or S(b) :/: Ak} is less than 1 if k ~< min( i , j )  - -  2 log n/log 2. Hence for 
some P0 < 1 we have 
for all 
/z{r :S(a) @- Ak or S(b) ~/: A~} <~ po s 
k ~< min( i , j )  - -  2s log n/log 2. 
Of  course 
{r : dr(a, b) >/nt} C {r : S(a) ~;~ A~ or S(b) :;~ A~}, 
where k = max(i , j )  - -  t. Therefore 
I~{r :dr(a, b) >/nt} ~ p~(~) 
for all t > /~ = max(/ , j )  --  min(i , j )  + 2 log n/log 2, where 
t + rain(i, j )  --  max(i, j )  
s(t) = 2 log n/log 2 
Hence/~{r : n(t + 1) ~ dr(a, b) ~ nt} ~ pS(t~ for t ~ ~ and 
f dr(a, b) d/z <~ n~ 4- ~ n(t + 1) p~(') < ~.  
R 
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2. THE METRIC Pr 
To each a ~ P we will assign a vector 
v(a) = (vc(a) : c ~ P),  
where vc(a) are non-negative real numbers defined by the following 
recursive rules: 
(i) vc(a) = 0 if c :/6 a and c is not an ancestor of a, 
(ii) v(a) = e(a) + v(a') + v(a") 
2 
where e(a) = (Pc : c~P) ,  where Pc = 0 for c 3& a and p= = 1, and 
a', a" are the parents of a (of course + denotes vector-addition). It is easy 
to prove by induction that the above rules define uniquely the vectors v(a) 
for all a e P. Of  course these vectors depend on r. 
The vector (vc(a) :c ~ A~) indicates the distribution of genes of the 
generation At in a. Of  course 
vc(a) = 1. 
cEAi 
Such vectors should appear natural to a genealogist or a lawyer. 
Our second proposed description of distance is 
pr(a, b) = ~ [ vc(a) - -  vc(b)j. 
c6P 
It seems that dr and pr are two extremes in a family of possible distances. 
We do not have any absolute preference between them. 
THEOREM 2. (i) p, is a metrization of the set P for almost all r ~ R. 
(ii) For every a, b ~ P 
(R pr(a, b) dt~ < oo. 
PROOF: (i) By the definition of pr it remains only to show that 
p,(a, b) < ov for almost all r. But this follows from (ii), which we will 
prove now. 
(ii) Let 
B,. = (..) Aj 
i>~.$>--oo 
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and i(a) be defined by a e Ai. Of course by the triangle inequality it will 
be enough to show 
1 
(1) fR ~ ]ve(a)--n[ d l~<~176 
c~iBt(a} 
We put 
for every a e P. 
1 a~ = v~(a) - - -  and 
n 
3j ---- diam{a~ : c e Ai} 
(diam = max -- rain). Of course by the definition of v(a) we have: 
(2) Z ~~ = 0. 
r 
We will check that 
(3) for each relationship between A~ and Aj_t we have 
max{I at I : c e a~_x} ~< max{I c~, I : c e &}. 
Indeed for each c ~ Aa-x we have 
~o = ~(% + %), 
where cx, c, E Aj are the children of e. Hence 
I~,ol ~<89 + I at, I) ~<max{1%1, I%1}, 
and (3) foUows. 
(4) For each j < i(a), there exists a relationship between A~ and Aj_x 
such that 
3J-a ~< ]~.  
To prove this let us notice that, since j < i(a), for each (married) 
couple C = {cl, c2} _.CA~ we have aol = a~.  Thus for each couple 
C C B~)+I we can put a(C) = ao, where c e C. Let V = {C1 j..... C~/~} be 
the set of all couples in Aj.  A relationship between A~- and A~_x defines a 
graph over the set V, namely C~ is joined by an edge to C~ iff/1 :~ is 
and there exists a couple C~ -~ _C A~-x, and e~ E C~, and c~ e Ci, such that 
Cl, c~ are the children of C~ -1. Clearly this graph is a disjoint union of 
dosed circuits and isolated vertices, and of course each graph over the set 
of vertices V which consists of disjoint circuits and isolated vertices 
may result from a suitable relationship between Aj and A~_I. We also 
obtain the relation 
~(~-1)=~ j 2((C,) + ~(q,)), 
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i.e., the edges of the graph of couples of A~ correspond to couples of A j_l, 
and the c~-s corresponding to the edges are averages of the ~-s 
corresponding to their vertices. 
Now we consider two cases 
(i) card{C ~ V : a(C) ~ min{a(C) : C ~ V} § ~/2} ~< n/4; 
(ii) card{C ~ V : a(C) ~ min{~(C) : C ~ V} § ~/2} ~< n/4. 
Clearly one of these cases must hold. Suppose (i). Then there exists a graph 
of the required kind over V such that every (71 with 
~(C1) ~ min{~(C) : C ~= V) + 3/2 
is joined to (?2 and (?3 with 
a(C2), ~(C3) ~> min{~(C) : C ~ V} + 3/2. 
Thus for every couple C j-1 of A~_~ we have 
min{a(C) : C ~ V} + ~j/4 ~< a(C ~-1) ~< max{a(C) : C ~ V}, 
and (4) follows. In case (ii) the proof is similar. 
A relationship satisfying (4) will be called a reducing relationship. 
Since the probability of each relationship between two consecutive 
generations isp = 1If(n) (see Proposition) then by the law of large numbers 
it follows that for almost all r ~ R there exists an integer k ~> 0 such that 
for every j > k the sequence 
r i (a ) - I  , El(a)-2 , . . .  , r i (a ) - j  
contains more than [pj/2] reducing relationships. 
Let k(r) denote the least such k. We will show that 
(5) Y~ I ~ I < nk(r) § fl, 
c~Bila) 
where fl is a constant independent from r. 
Indeed we have of course I ~c l < 1 and hence 
Z ~, I c~ ] <Z n(k(r) q- 1). 
i (a)~ s~i(a)--k(r) c~A s 
By (2), (3), and (4) and the definition of k(r) for every j > k(r) and 
c E Ai(a)-~ we have ] ~c I ~ (~)[~/21. Hence 
i(a)--k(r)> s>--oo c6A s j=k(r)+l 
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and (5) follows. By (5) 
f. Z I .lat.<,f 
CEBi(a) 
and hence to prove (1) we need only to show 
(6) fR k(r) dt~ < oo. 
But to prove this we need first 
(7) {r : k(r) ---- t} _C {r : the sequence ra~)-i ..... raa)-~ 
contains exactly [pt/2] reducing relationships}. 
Indeed if ri(a)_ 1 ..... raa)-~ contains more than [pt/2] reducing relationships 
then k(r) = t cannot hold. If it contains less than [pt/2] reducing relation- 
ships, say u of them and k(r) = t then ri(a-1 ..... ri<~)_~, raa)-t-1 must 
contain more than [p(t + 1)/2] reducing relationships ( ince t + 1 > k(r)) 
and r~<~)_t_l is the only new one and hence u q- 1 > [p(t + 1)/2]; but this 
is impossible since u + 1 ~< [pt]2]. 
Now let us show (6). By (7), and the theorem of Bernoulli, 
/~{r: k( r ) :  t} ~ ([pt~2])Pt~'/2](1- p)t-[r,/2] 
Thus we have 
f k(r)dt~ : k tlz{ r: k(r)= t} <~ k t ( t ) R ,=x ,=x [pt/2] pt~t/~l(1 _ py-t~m. 
Using the formula of Stirling it is routine to check that the last series 
is convergent. Q.E.D. 
3. THE METRIC p~) 
Let us mention a third possible metric in P, which we denote by -{'~ Pr 
where 0 < E < I. p~'~ is defined in the same way as pr but rule (ii) of this 
definition is replaced by 
(i i), v(a) = r q- (I - e) v(a') q- v(a ~) 
2 
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The vector v(a) defined in this way satisfies 
Z vc(a)= l. 
CEP 
Therefore p~'l(a, b) ~ 2 for all r ~ R and a, b ~ P. 
Perhaps a reasonable genetic interpretation f p~ is possible. 
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